
 

 

 

 

Minutes of ASPRA Zoom Meeting Wednesday 10 February 2021 7.30pm 

 

1. Apologies  

Jane Walsh 

2. Minutes of last meeting and matters arising from September 2020 

Approved 

3. Councillors update  

Maddie advised us to email her of any uncollected Christmas trees in the area and she can send the 

information to the appropriate person to arrange collection information. Chris said there was a tree in Carlyle 
Road needed collecting. Steve advised Whitethorn Gardens had been in having problems with bin collection 

but it was now back on track.  Maddie said Croydon Council are waiting for a Government Capitalisation Grant 
to balance the books for the next two years. Steve asked who repays the loan and Maddie responded that the 

council do so ultimately it is all of us.  Maddie advised she will not be standing for re-election as Mayor and 
doesn’t know the future of the role.  St Mildred’s food bank has restarted at St Mary’s Church, Canning Road, 

on a Wednesday and Saturday, and asked members to donate. The question was asked of what forms are 

required to organise a sponsored walk in the park during these difficult times; Maddie will look into this. 

Jeet advised the fence between 40 Northampton Road and the park entrance has now been repaired by the 
council as it was agreed it is their fence. He is looking into the additional meter at 43 Northampton Road and 

Colin explained there were plans for a garden bungalow which had been rejected hence the extra meter. 
Confirmation was asked for that three out of the four flats at 40 Northampton Road are rented by the council.  

Dave now has the direct contact in the council so complaints are now dealt with quicker. 

Maddie and Jeet had had a meeting with a guy interested in developing the toilets and selling coffee, cake 
and ice-cream from the gardener’s hut. He had asked for council help which will be difficult at this time.  

Maddie confirmed when asked that there had previously been another interested party. 

No 4 Cheyne Walk had applied for conversion again, this time into five flats.  Maddie had spoken against this 

as Jeet was considered as having a conflict of interest as he lives in the road.  Addiscombe Farm also made a 
strong case against the development including a badger sett.  There was a unanimous vote to reject the 

application.  The owners have appealed so the inspector will take a look.  

Jeet advised that the owner of 275 Addiscombe Road had not been happy when ten people turned up to have 
a meeting with him.  The application for demolition was refused on technical grounds.  When these had been 

resolved, permission was given to demolish.  However, Maddie, Hilary, Mira and others were now building a 

good dialogue with the owner. 

Croydon Council had issued with a Section 114 Notice which is quite rare (first in London) and not good for 

the town.  The council was waiting to hear from the government about the loan required. An interim chief 
executive has been brought in.  Four senior officers have been suspended.  This is serious, not a good thing 

with lots of changes to be made with many employees losing their jobs.  Jeet went on to explain that officers 

are responsible whilst he, Maddie etc. are accountable.  

Jeet wished to pay tribute to Maddie for being an absolutely fantastic Mayor. Maddie responded that it means 
a lot to her coming from the opposition.  Steve endorsed this and Colin said thank you and well done.  Maddie 

responded that it was really kind of us. 
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Richard advised that little had emanated from his small ASPRA area on the other side of Shirley Road.  He 
said that NextDoor website is a good source of information with issues being sorted out early/privately.  He 

also confirmed the best way to support Maddie is to tune into the council meetings and see her in action.  

Maddie said these meetings are for all Croydon residents and a therefore a good way to get involved.   

4. ASPRA Vacancies  

• Projects 

• Social 

• Planning (Hilary is covering the role for 275 Addiscombe Road) 

Colin wished to record the astonishing efforts of Hilary who had assembled an army to fight the application to 

demolish 275 Addiscombe Road, an important building in Addiscombe.  She had sent a huge number of 
emails, seeking support, masterminding the campaign, and spending energy and time making a lot of new 

contacts, she had approached the owner and held a constructive conversation. A big thank you from ASPRA, 

which Maddie seconded.    

5. Magazine Editor’s update 

Report provided. 

Phil said the magazine has been deliberately late since last summer due to the prevailing circumstances.  This 

means that a February issue would be too soon after the December one and it would make sense for the next 
edition to be published in April which is the one that goes out to everyone with the subscription envelope.  

Phil and Colin have started preparing the next issues. December’s magazine was distributed in double-quick 

time and Phil would like to thank Colin, Dave and the road reps who made this happen. 

6. Adverts update 

Report provided. 

Pandemic/lockdown has made it very difficult to contact advertisers who owed us money especially as some 

businesses had to shut down.  This left a dent in the advertising revenue. Maddie and Jeet had paid for 

printing the “3 associations” issue, with free advertisements for existing advertisers, from their community 
budgets.  Colin explained how most advertisers pay in advance for advertising in three issues in one go as 

this gives them a discount.  Advertisement revenues continued to cover printing costs.  The change of the 
magazine name to The Addiscombe Magazine, is liked by everyone except for one woman who complained 

that she couldn’t get a copy. Costs of the magazine do not make it viable to include other residents’ 

associations. 

Colin mentioned that ASPRA raised a total of £1890 towards the Christmas lights from external sources with 

an additional £200 received two days ago.  Steve did well raising £1200 from the three companies he 

approached.  Unfortunately, Maddie and Jeet have been unable to support us this year as their community 
budgets have been suspended. The project money raised from members, with their subscriptions, has been 

generous so we face 2021 with a degree of optimism. 

Steve has negotiated the same price for this year’s Christmas lights and after that we will move to a rolling 
contract.  Steve has looked into purchasing the lights.  Maddie expressed her opinion that it is nicer to have a 

change of lights each year.  ASPRA has a financial buffer towards future costs of the lights.  Steve proposed 
we go ahead with a one-year contract followed by a rolling four-year contract.  The majority agreed and the 

motion was carried.   

7. Website update 

Report provided. 

Annie manages the website with Dave supporting the technical side.  It’s working well, fast and is easy to 

update.  People are enjoying it. 

 



 

 

8. Social Media update 

Report provided. 

Nicola noted that the website is prompt and easy to navigate. Nicola and Annie work closely together to share 
information, using Facebook in particular for time-sensitive posts. The Facebook page is busy with lots of 

traffic and messages while people rely more on social media at this time.  When Nicola receives a “have you 

heard?” message she checks for accuracy before posting relevant information: sources are always checked so 
that any information shared is accurate and traceable.  Many local organisations are now sharing our posts, 

which shows it is a trusted site.  The page now has well over 1000 followers and individual posts can reach up 
to 6000 Facebook users.  

Nicola encourages members who use Facebook to ‘Like’ the ASPRA page - search for ‘theASPRA’ then click the 
‘Like’ thumbs-up symbol. You will then see ASPRA’s posts appear regularly on your newsfeed. She also 

encourages members to use Facebook’s other features to improve ASPRA’s visibility online: clicking ‘Share’ on 
an ASPRA post means it will appear on your own page and consequently on the news feed of your Facebook 
friends, therefore spreading the word. 

  Colin thinks Nicola is doing an amazing job.  Maddie loves it and heartily agrees. 

9. Treasurer’s Accounts and update 

Report has been provided but not loaded onto the website as concerns have been expressed about everyone 
being able to view it not just ASPRA members. 

The three ASPRA bank accounts have a balance of approximately £21000 across the accounts. 

Steve mentioned the accounts are adopted at the AGM and the subs and projects donations should be 
separated out. 

Fred our Treasurer wishes to formally offer his “stepping down”. After nearly 10 years he is happy for another 

person to take over his role. 

Steve suggested we slightly dilute the role and offer it to a book-keeper who has previously done ASPRA 

finance but does not have strong IT skills. 

After the meeting a volunteer stepped forward to take on the treasurer role which is very good news. 

Fred has volunteered to be the independent auditor from next year onwards, which will be great for 

continuity and knowledge and good to keep Fred as part of the ASPRA. 

With Dave and Colin leading, the committee will work out the current requirement for financial accounting 

and reporting. 

Bob asked if Barclays offer a free accounting package as he uses one for the Croydon Art Society. 

10. Projects update  

Report provided 

i. Hanging Baskets 

Have been ordered for this summer 

ii. Silent Soldier 

A vote was taken on whether to replace the damaged soldier and a motion was agreed not to 

replace the soldier. 



 

 

iii. Poppies 

Discussion was had on the number of poppies we currently have and the state of them.  

Motion was carried to carry on and purchase a replacement set of poppies 

iv. Festive Lighting  

Covered under Item 6 

Steve is happy to continue with the festive lights projects and wondered if ASPRA could manage without a 
projects person.  Strong views were expressed that it would be far better to have one person managing and 

developing all projects, using the projects email account for better record keeping and looking more 

professional.  

Gill will continue with hanging baskets for the time being and the committee will arrange for the purchase of 

the poppies. 

11. Membership and Postmaster update 

Report provided. 

Continuing to send informative emails which appear to be well received. 

It has been an interesting year for memberships, with renewals coming in slowly throughout the year.  Due to 
the unusual circumstances, we are in, members who have not renewed will only be removed at the end of the 

ASPRA year. 

A very big thank you to our road reps for managing their role in these difficult times. 

12. Jumble Trail update 

Maddie said that it is very difficult to arrange anything when things keep changing.  She is planning to hold a 
Zoom meeting on 24 March to discuss the Jumble Trail, St Mildred’s Christmas Fair, Addiscombe Carnival and 

the Easter Egg Hunt.  This year there will be no community budget funds to assist.   

Maddie will send full details to ASPRA. 

Colin mentioned that he didn’t think the extended Jumble Trail taking in other areas had worked.  Similar 
feelings were expressed and mentioned those with stalls on the outskirts of the area felt exposed with not 

much footfall partly due to it being such a large area.  Also, there was not much uptake from the areas 

outside of ASPRA.  We will know more after Maddie’s meeting. 

13. Addiscombe Recreation Ground update 

Discussion was had on the situation of the Sakura cherry trees.  It was felt that if the council were unable to 

deliver, ASPRA would look into the cost and availability of professional help.  Everyone agreed that it was not 

a suitable job for volunteers. 

At this time of year and with the uncertainty of what will be allowed, no dates have been set for this year’s 

gardening community events. 

Colin mentioned that the Fryston Road entrance flowerbeds were being well looked after and thank you to 

whoever is doing this. Any assistance with the flowerbeds is always welcome and members and others are 
encouraged to just pop along and do a bit. Concerns were expressed with the council’s financial situation and 

what it will mean for our local park. 

14. Chairman’s update 

Jackie Bateman, Ashburton Avenue Road Rep in ASPRA’s early days, and secretary from 1994 to 1996, sadly 

passed away from COVID-19 recently and will be sadly missed.  

Steve said he is liaising with Jason the local Co-op manager to support ASPRA projects.   



 

 

Nicola advised that the Co-op nominates three causes to support each year.  This is done in October.  Two 
pence from every pound spent on selected Co-op products goes into the membership account.  This is split 

between the local causes and organisations.  Members are able to select which to support. 

Steve received a request from Unison to help support them with saving Croydon libraries but he declined as 
he considered this political. ASPRA has already advertised the library consultation so APSRA members are 

aware of the possible closures.  

Steve has received phone calls about undesirables in the park and park gates not being locked.  Jeet is aware 
the gates are not being locked.  The council policy began at the start of lockdown and now due to the 

council’s financial situation the locking will not be reinstated.  Steve thought it was essential the council lock 

the gates to protect local residents. 

Dave expressed concerned that the council may grass over more areas in the park as there are proposals for 

this in some parks to save the council maintenance costs.   

15. April 2021 AGM Planning 

It was agreed that having missed one AGM we should plan the best way to hold one in April taking account of 
the current restrictions.  Dave has experience of managing Zoom meeting for large numbers of people and 

assured the Chair his role would be no different from tonight’s meeting. Maddie offered her and husband 

Mark’s voting system.  Dave did a quick demonstration to those present how they can vote using the Zoom 

facilities. 

Steve is very concerned that members without internet will lose out on voting this year. He also wished to 

publish his phone number so ASPRA members could easily contact him. Ways were discussed on whether an 

ASPRA phone would be good and how this could be set up and managed. 

Members are encouraged go to their road rep first as detailed in the magazine, or they can contact ASPRA by 

emailing the committee.  Details in the magazine, on the website, and on the ASPRA Facebook page. Road 

Reps already deliver relevant paperwork as necessary to those without email. 

The committee strongly opposed having their personal phone numbers or email address published although 

Colin mentioned other residents’ associates do have personal phone numbers and details readily available. 

16. AOB 

There was no other business. 

Dates of next meetings all at St Mildreds:   
 

?????? 


